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FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS!
Now Offering:
Laser Engraved Nameplates!

Exclusive dealer of RecPro® and Instamatic™ light kits.
High quality and competitively priced Basic and
Deluxe kits available for most models.
•TXT 1996-2013
•TXT 2014+
•RXV 2008-2015
•RXV 2016+

•DS
•Precedent
•G14-G22
•Drive

Same Day Shipping on Light Kits Ordered Before 2pm Eastern!

We have hard to find Marathon and G2-G9 Seats!
All Seats available in Aluminum. Starting at $299.95!

MADE IN THE USA!

•Steel Starting at $255.95
•Cushion Backers made
of Plastic - No rot
•Ship Next Business Day

Coming Soon: Chargers, Wheels and Tires, Lift Kits
www.Golfcartstuff.com

Phone: 574-333-2494
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Editor

EDITORIAL

information to enhance your golf car
experience. So, in this issue, we have expanded our prior social media section to

Welcome to the March issue of Golf Car

two pages (more if needed) and removed

Options. With spring just around the cor-

the Reader’s Carts section. Simply tag us

ner, we know that a large majority of you

on your Instagram posts and who knows

are starting to prep your golf carts for

you just may see your cart featured in one

the upcoming ‘carting’ season. We have

of our issues! Happy carting.

included some helpful tips for you to do

x50 GOLF CART FLAG MOUNTS
Want to fly a flag but don’t want to
worry about losing your money die
to losing the flag or having it break?

just that. Realizing that Social Media has
become a way for golf cart owners, and
enthusiasts to connect with one another,
be it showing off your carts, to seeking
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cover/story
Modified Winner

Golf Carts Modified 2019 Golf Cart Build-Off
AUSTIN FEHLER

Builder: Austin Fehler
Location: Rosemount, MN

The winning cart of the 2019 Golf Carts Modified, modified class build off is built around a
1998 E-Z-GO TXT. Featuring a stock chassis with
a custom lift.
This cart is outfitted with a homemade drop
axle, rear leaf springs, and traction bars so the
golf cart could take some abuse off-road.
To get more power I added a Vegas Carts
engine cradle so that I could hold my 670cc
V-Twin down and tight. I also added a Jake’s
Baja cage kit to keep passengers and myself
safe while we are getting down and dirty.
One of the major key elements to my build was
my custom fabrication work. Some of things
that I made on this build included;
Suspension
Front and rear bumper/hitch
Alternator mounts
And the wheels.... Yes, the wheels are designed
by me and they were purposely designed to
give the cart the extreme off-road look I was
going for.

ALL ABOUT GOLF CARS

FACEBOOK FACT

Golf Carts Modified Facebook
Group has 19,242 Members
MARCH 2020
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Modified 2nd & 3rd Place

Golf Carts Modified 2019 Golf Cart Build-Off
2nd PLACE
Builder: Courtland Sweatman
Location: Moncks Corner, SC

2nd PLACE
Builder: Fred Tegtmeyer
Location: Nova, OH
Code Name: Solar Beast II (Top speed 30 mph)
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
AC-PM MOTOR KIT
Increase Range & Speed
at a Great Price!

• Easy to Install
• Compact Motor & Controller Design
• Plug & Play Connection to DC Cars
• Mobile App for Custom Settings

www.silverwolfmotors.com

12 HP MOTOR &
840 Amp CONTROLLER

MARCH 2020
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PRODUCTNEWS

Golf cart products you need... want... gotta have... or dream about

Michelin Unveils New Airless Radial Tire For Golf Carts
X Tweel Turf Comfort
Michelin North America introduces new
Michelin X Tweel Turf Comfort tire for golf
carts and stand-on mowers, providing a new
option for owners who
want a smooth ride
on dependable, worry-free tires.
This version of Michelin’s airless radial
tire-wheel assembly
replaces the standard
18X8.5N10 front and
rear tire and wheel for
gas- or electric-powered golf cart users.
“Michelin developed
the new Comfort version based on direct
feedback from our
customers,” said Justin
Brock, senior marketing manager, Michelin North America.
“This version will allow them to enjoy all the
benefits of the current Tweel with improved
comfort and traction. This product will replace the current aesthetic version in our
portfolio. We will continue to manufacture
the utility version for utility golf carts that
demand higher load capacity.
The new design includes a softer shearbeam
construction, which reduces stiffness and
improves ride comfort. A longer contact
patch gives the tire better traction on flat
surfaces and slopes. Lower ground pres-
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sure reduces turf damage. The wheel has a
four-bolt pattern with a -0.4-inch offset and
a black center hub. The Comfort can also be
used on stand-on
mowers that use an
18×8.5N10 size tire.
Because the X
Tweel Turf has no
air, it cannot go
flat, eliminating
the need to maintain air pressure.
It’s constructed
with high-strength
poly-resin spokes
that carry the load
and create suspension-like characteristics for the golf
cart. This structure
absorbs impact and
reduces bounce for
improved operator comfort.
The tire boasts a durable, multi-directional
tread that provides long wear life. It has a
maximum speed of 25 mph and a maximum
load of 529 pounds.

BROCHURE

MICHELIN TWEEL
www.michelintweel.com

Choosing The Right CHARGER
Makes ALL The Difference

W

Whether you’re preparing to play through a full
18 holes out on the green, or you just want to
ride around your camp in comfort you never
want your golf cart to run out of power while
you’re out on a ride. That’s why it’s so important
to get the right charger that will keep your battery
powered up and in good shape.
The wrong charger for your cart won’t just make
charging your ride more difficult, it can also do
damage to the battery. That’s why it’s up to you to
take your time and make the right purchase decision. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to find the
proper charger. Below is our guide to matching
a golf cart charger with your cart for the perfect
solution.
Figure out What Your Voltage is
The first step to ensure that your cart charger will
work right for you is to find out what voltage your
golf cart is. Read through your cart’s documentation, look at the charger port on your ride and
look around for any information that you can find
about your golf cart to figure out exactly what
the charging voltage should be. It’s vital that you
match this figure right the first time.

12
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Why Voltage Matters
Your golf cart’s battery is designed to charge at
a specific voltage. Trying to charge at too low
of a voltage will result in slow charging or not
charging at all. Attaching a golf cart charger to
your device with too high of a voltage will put the
battery at risk of overheating and being damaged. That’s why it’s so important to make sure
you have a charger that’s set at the right voltage
level. This is the most important step and what
you must take your time to complete. Look closely at the battery of your cart and make sure you
know what voltage is meant to charge it. If you
can’t find out from the battery itself you should
be able to look up the specifications of your golf
cart to help you make the right decision.
Get an Onboard Charger for Convenience
There are a few different types of golf cart chargers, but the most popular type in use today is
an onboard charger. These chargers get installed
right on your cart itself and attached to the battery all the time. When you want to charge up
your cart you just plug a cord into it and it starts
the charging process. Onboard chargers are very
convenient, especially when there’s a surge in

the usage of accessories like golf cart heaters,
for they help you avoid lugging around a heavy
charger and they ensure that you always have a
way to charge up your cart no matter where you
go. Just pack the charging cable on the cart somewhere and you’ll always be ready to top it up.

keep track of your golf cart and when it’s going
to be ready to go. Look for extras like this feature
to help make your charger even more capable
and convenient to make use of. You’ll be glad that
you took the extra time to find a charger that you
really love using.

Look for a Waterproof Product

Work with Professionals for the Best Product

Some chargers are built with a special housing to
keep water off them, others are fully waterproof
so you don’t have to worry about driving around
in the rain at all. It’s always best to try and invest in a waterproof charger whenever possible.
When you get a waterproof product you won’t
have to worry about damaging it in poor weather
and it should hold up longer than a unit that isn’t
prepared to face the water.

If you aren’t sure which charger is going to be
best for your golf cart there are services like the
matching tools at some online stores that will
help you pick a charger out for your ride that’s
going to fit it perfectly. Don’t just guess and hope
that it works when it shows up. Instead, carefully
match the charger to your cart specifically so you
know that it will work just as it’s supposed to.

Consider Extras Like Bluetooth Connectivity
There are some chargers like the ones we offer at
Golf Cart Garage that are outfitted with Bluetooth
connectivity so that you can very easily check the
time remaining on the charge using your smartphone. With this device it’s easier than ever to

The charger is one of the most important parts
of your golf cart and something that you want
to spend time choosing. Get a good match that’s
going to charge your cart battery efficiently, but
also make sure you get a unit with the features
that you value most. Spend a bit more time on
the research and you’re likely to be much happier
with your final decision.

SVR Small Vehicle Resource
Vehicles For Personal Use | Vehicles For Commercial Use

Small Vehicle
Resource is your one-stop source
for information on small task-oriented
vehicles: Utility vehicles, LSVs/NEVs and
Golf Cars for commercial or personal use.

smallvehicleresource.com

Find A Dealer
Add Your Dealership
Buying Guides
Research Guides
Complete Brand Listing
Blog
News
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DATE

!! HAZARD
The front wheel hubs on

FEBRUARY 13, 2020

RECALL

the golf cars can crack
causing the front wheels
to detach, posing a crash
hazard that could result in
injury or death to the user
or bystander.

Yamaha Recalls Golf Cars Due To Crash Hazard

REMEDY:
UNITS:

Repair
About 1,350

RECALL DETAILS:

This recall involves four model-year 2020 golf cars, including Drive2 QuieTech, Drive2
AC, Drive2 EFI, and Drive2 DC. The vehicles were sold in various colors, including
blue, green, red, gray, tan, silver, and white. The model and serial number can be
found on a label under the seat on the left side.

Model Year

2020

Model Name

Model Prefix

Affected Serial Number Range

Drive2
QuieTech

J0B

305606

306957

Drive2 AC

J0J

301002

301100

Drive2 EFI

J0K

103401

104680

Drive2 DC

J0C

303701

303701

REMEDY:

Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Yamaha Golf Cars and contact
a Yamaha Golf car dealer to schedule a free repair. Yamaha is contacting all registered
owners directly.

SOLD BY:

Yamaha golf car dealers nationwide from June 2019 through December 2019 for
between $6,100 and $6,300.

DISTRIBUTOR(S):
Yamaha Golf-Car Company, of Kennesaw, Ga.
MANUFACTURED IN: Assembled in the United States

CONTACT
!! CONSUMER
Yamaha toll-free at 866-747-4027 anytime
or online at https://www.yamahagolfcar.
com/ and click on the CPSC Recall Alerts
tab for more information.
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Want more golf car news?

NOTICE
!! CPSC
https://cpsc.gov/Recalls/2020/yamaharecalls-golf-cars-due-to-crash-hazardrecall-alert

Visit www.golfcaroptions.com

DATE

!! HAZARD

FEBRUARY 13, 2020

RECALL

Textron Specialized Vehicles Recalls Gas Powered Utility &
Shuttle Off-Road Due To Fire Hazard

The starter generator wire
can be improperly secured,
allowing it to come into
contact with the vehicle’s
exhaust, posing a fire
hazard.

REMEDY:
UNITS:

Repair
About 20,573

RECALL DETAILS:

This recall involves gas-powered E-Z-GO, Cushman and Tracker brand off-road
vehicles manufactured from November 2018 through June 2019 with certain nonsequential serial numbers ranging from 3377720 to 3440924. The serial number is
located on the kick panel below the driver side seat.

REMEDY:

Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled off-road vehicles and contact
Textron Specialized Vehicles for a free repair. Textron Specialized Vehicles is
contacting all known purchasers directly.

INCIDENTS/INJURY: Textron Specialized Vehicles has received 13 reports of melted and/or burned wires
and electrical components and loss of vehicle function in some cases, including one
report of fire. No injuries have been reported.
SOLD BY:

E-Z-GO, Cushman and Tracker off road dealerships nationwide from November 2018
through October 2019 for between $6,300 and $13,400.

MANUFACTURER(S): Textron Specialized Vehicles, of Augusta, Georgia
MANUFACTURED IN: Assembled in the United States

!! CONSUMER CONTACT

Textron Specialized Vehicles 888-525-6040,
email at jcook03@textron.com or online
(for E-Z-Go) at https://ezgo.txtsv.com, (for
Cushman) at https://cushman.txtsv.com
(Tracker) at www.trackeroffroad.com

Want more golf car news?

NOTICE
!! CPSC
https://www.cpsc.gov/Recalls/2020/
textron-specialized-vehicles-recalls-gaspowered-golf-ptv-utility-and-shuttle-offroad

Visit www.golfcaroptions.com 15
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Drinking and driving your golf car may seem
commonplace within your community. It
may seem like no big deal. Golf cars have
four cup holders and coolers after all, so
why is golf car DUI getting any attention?
You may be wondering how the topic of
golf car DUI could possibly fill an entire
article. Or why I would even want to write
about it. I usually reserve my column for
light-hearted, fun golf car stuff like parades
and the best golf car communities. But,
after reading about an especially gruesome
incident of golf car DUI, I felt compelled to
get serious this month.
In 2017, a man who was visiting his parents
in their golf car community in Wildwood,
Florida borrowed his father’s golf car. He
went to a local bar and had several drinks.
He left the bar with a woman he met at the
bar and he planned to drive her home in his
golf car. As they were cruising down the
street, the woman fell off the golf car. The
man stopped and saw that she was injured
badly. He tried to lift her back onto the golf
car, but was unable. He then decided to
drag her to the median of the road and left
her in the bushes. He drove home. Thankfully, someone saw her and called 911. Despite

16
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Golf Car DUI It is
a Growing Problem
By Julie Starr, Owner
WHEELZ Custom Carts & Accessories

the medical attention she received, it was too
late and she died a few days later. The man was
charged with DUI.
A few days ago, a woman was sentenced to probation, a suspended license, and 50 hours of community service after being arrested for DUI on her golf
car. She was driving her golf car in her community
at 1:30PM when she hit a curb four times in front of
a police officer. She failed a field sobriety test and
admitted to drinking alcohol.
Take 30 seconds to search “golf+cart+alcohol+death” in Google and you will see page after
page of senseless deaths and injuries caused by
golf car DUI. Each year, 15,000 people in the US
require emergency care following a golf car related accident. That means that 41 people per day
across the country are involved in dangerous golf
car accidents that result in a trip to the ER. Most
of those accidents are alcohol related. Many of
the accidents involve children who were innocent
passengers.
Many people still feel that since golf cars are small
and slower than other vehicles on the road that its
okay to drive them while intoxicated. It’s not okay.
Driving under the influence is not legal anywhere
in the country. Technically, it is illegal to drive your

golf car on a private golf course while drinking.
We know that this happens every day and police
officers aren’t going to storm the golf course
making arrests, but that does not change the
fact that it is dangerous.
The next time you cruise around your golf car
community with a cold beer in hand, think of
the dangers of your actions and how they affect
15,000 people each year.

ALL ABOUT GOLF CARS

MAINTENANCE TIP

The best way to clean your golf cart
windshield is with a solution of water
and mild soap. Avoid using a glass
cleaning product on these windshields
because the ammonia in glass cleaner
can cause damage to acrylic or
polycarbonate materials.

The Owner of WHEELZ Custom Carts & Accessories, Julie Starr was one of the industry’s
first on-line retailers of golf car products. Her
eCommerce store, www.WHEELZLLC.com, has
been serving golf car owners since 2008 and
the store remains a popular on-line shopping
experience for golf car owners who want to
take their golf cars to the next level.

Top Quality Golf Cart Batteries And Chargers

Making Fun Affordable

844-300-BEST (2378)
MARCH 2020
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IN A GAME OF INCHES,
RELiON’S INSIGHT BATTERY
BEATS THE COMPETITION BY MILES
The superior RELiON Insight Series™: the best lithium battery designed specifically for golf.
InSight batteries have numerous advantages over competitors, starting with its SuperSmart BMS and intuitive
Software - the most crucial components in a lithium battery. Learning algorithms make InSight the only lithium
battery capable of calculating state of charge and state of health that gets even more accurate over time.
Not only are InSight batteries smarter, they’re built to the highest quality standards. State-of-the-art construction
that includes an exclusive heat sink, IP67 rated enclosure, and UL certification. It’s simply superior in every way.
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RELIONBATTERY.COM/PLAY • +1 (803) 547-7288

dealernews
Golf Car Options

Golf Rider named Small Business of the Year at
Chamber Annual Meeting

Frank and Patti Kadkhodaian, owners of Golf Rider, brought the Fayette Chamber of Commerce
Small Business of the Year Award back to their
golf cart dealership in Peachtree City last week.
One of the organization’s most prized annual
awards, small businesses make up about 90
percent of the Chamber’s members. A panel
of judges from SCORE and the Small Business
Development Center review the applications and
select the winner.
Frank and Patti and their young sons moved
from Chicago to Peachtree City where they
started their business from scratch more than 20
years ago. Golf Rider began as a one-man operation when Frank opened his doors in a 900 sq. ft.
vacant cafe on December 7, 1997.
Today, Golf Rider is Peachtree City’s only factory authorized dealer and service provider for
E-Z-Go, Cushman, and Yamaha brand golf carts.
The Golf Rider team brings more than 80 years
of experience to golf cart buying and service,
with more than 20 team members ready to help
customers at the new location opened in June of
2018.

The Kadkhodaians believe in reinvesting in the
community as a way to reflect the overwhelming
generosity and support they have received from
customers for more than 20 years. Golf Rider
supports foster care, education, cancer care, and
research and the work of many local nonprofits and has generously donated to families and
individuals in need. Over the years, Golf Rider
has provided numerous golf carts for fundraisers
across the nonprofit community.
The award was presented by Christian City’s CEO,
Keith Horton.
CONTACT
112 Huddleston Rd
Peachtree City, GA 30269
770-631-0014
info@golfrider.com
www.golfrider.com

Golf Rider’s new location features a beautiful
indoor and outdoor showrooms, including a pavilion where customers are protected from rain
and sun while exploring Golf Rider’s inventory.
The indoor showroom features comfortable
seating areas, refreshing drinks and free wifi for
customers while they are purchasing or waiting
for service or repairs.
Charging stations for golf carts are also available
to the community free of charge.
MARCH 2020
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Buy Now

www.buycartbuddy.com

More Info

www.cart-buddy.com
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We Know You Love Your Golf Cart…
Now You Can Find Out What Others Think About It!
Featuring 3 Views | 7 Ways To Sort | 5 Star Voting | Comments
Best of all: It’s FUN and It’s FREE!
Upload photos of your golf cart:
Stock | Personalized | Lifted/Hunting | All

GARAGE
LGT-112 (LGT-T2) RHOX
Standard Turn Signal
Switch on an E-Z-Go RXV

www.rhox.us
RHOX products are sold
exclusively through golf
car dealers.

Each issue we will bring you detailed,
comprehensive golf cart installation
videos direct from the RHOX Garage
YouTube Channel.
MARCH 2020
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GOLFCARTSWAGMART.COM
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laska is a unique state
because its distance from
the rest of the United States of
America often makes its state
laws much different than those
in other areas.
In some cases, state laws may
have more of an impact on the
day-to-day lives of residents
than federal laws.

The same is true for golf cart use.

The federal government typically leaves such rules and regulations to the state, which makes
it crucial to take this information
into account before you start
your upgrades to a cart.
Alaska Laws Regarding Cart Use
Alaska state law currently does
not go into great detail regarding golf cart use on public
roads.

However, the laws do currently
have various regulations for
certain types of vehicles, particularly those designed for more
off-road purposes.

These rules are important to
take into account if you want to
change up your cart to use on

Alaska Golf Cart Laws
& Regulations
(What You Need To Know)

public roads.

Though state laws are imprecise, this information should
help you stay within proper
legal bounds when riding your
golf cart on the city or state
roads.
Definition of a Golf Cart
Alaska’s state laws currently do
not define golf carts specifically
for riding on public roads.
However, state law does strictly
define motor vehicles as “any
vehicle which is self-propelled
except a vehicle moved by
human or animal power” or “an
electrical motor vehicle” that is
used as an “electrical personal
assistive mobility device” that
uses a self-balancing system
and two or more non-tandem
wheels that transport only one
person.
By these laws, golf carts qualify
for the first but not the second
element.
Further reading of the Alaska
Administrative Code makes it
clear that golf carts are, very
likely, considered off-highway
vehicles.

These vehicles are defined as
those vehicles incapable of
reaching high levels of speed
and which are not designed for
highway use.
All vehicles of this type need a
permanent seat on which the
driver can sit and which is designed to manage safety for all
riders on the cart.
However, municipal rules may
vary depending on what specific
cities or counties signify.
These laws do not supersede
state rules and must take them
into consideration when controlling carts on various Alaskan
public roads.
Private roads or cart use on
private property is up to the
owner of the property to manage, though legal ramifications
for accidents or injuries will fall
on their shoulders when they
occur.
Municipal Laws May Vary
Although state laws are not
specific when it comes to golf
cart use, many cities and counties have specific regulations to
control them.
MARCH 2020
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These rules will vary depending
on the area and can be quite
precise.

Importantly, these rules restricted where carts could be used
on the streets of Skagway.

Therefore, it is important to
investigate your specific city or
municipality when modifying a
cart for road use.

These included only a handful
of roads throughout the town
and through various alleys.

A failure to do so could result
in legal issues that would otherwise be easy to avoid for you
and others on the road.
For example, the municipality
of Skagway created a variety of
rules and regulations regarding
the use of golf carts on local
roads.
They do not set restrictions or
rules for cart use on state laws,
so it is important to keep off of
these streets because it is likely
illegal to utilize such carts on
state roads.
These regulations do not set a
strict definition for golf carts but
assume a specific definition.
Many of these rules are important for renters as well as cart
renting agencies to fully understand.
Basic restrictions include having
a valid driver’s license from the
State of Alaska.
However, carts on municipal
roads also need to be upgraded to enhance their power and
safety.
For example, they need at least
one seat belt for each occupant
in the cart.
Driving more people than the
cart has seat belts is dangerous
and illegal.
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Upgrades to the cart included
not only the previously mentioned seat belts but horns, turn
signals, brake lights, headlights,
tail-lights, brakes, throttles, and
mufflers.
These restrictions also forbid
driving on railroad tracks or on
private property without permission from the owner of the
property.
Drivers must also pay attention
to a few rules that may seem
strange at first.
For example, all crossing must
be done at a 90-degree angle to
the direction of the street the
cart is crossing.
This rule is designed to keep
carts from crossing multiple
lanes of traffic, which could be
dangerous for both the cart
driver and others on the road.
Speed restrictions range to
about 15 miles per hour, which
is typically easy to top by most
modified carts.
And all riders under the age of
18 must wear protective helmets at all times.
Disclaimer
Even though our guides are
thorough and researched, it is
highly recommended that you
perform your own research and
check with your local municipality on rules as well.

Each month we will be cover a
new state
• Alabama (MARCH 2020)
• Alaska
• Arizona
• Arkansas
• California
• Colorado
• Connecticut
• Delaware
• Florida
• Georgia
• Hawaii
• Idaho
• Illinois
• Indiana
• Iowa
• Kansas
• Kentucky
• Louisiana
• Maine
• Maryland
• Massachusetts
• Michigan
• Minnesota
• Mississippi
• Missouri
• Montana
• Nebraska
• Nevada
• New Hampshire
• New Jersey
• New Mexico
• New York
• North Carolina
• North Dakota
• Ohio
• Oklahoma
• Oregon
• Pennsylvania
• Rhode Island
• South Carolina
• South Dakota
• Tennessee
• Texas
• Utah
• Vermont
• Virginia
• Washington
• West Virginia
• Wisconsin
• Wyoming

AURA Golf Cart
Underbody Glow
LED Lighting Kit
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3 x Brighter with 10 x 4” 3-into-1 SmartColor LED Strips.
16+ Colors with fader options. Plus, three light shows with
speed control to get you going.
Light your golf cart from a up to 80ft away with 2 pocket-sized remotes.

www.golfcaroptions.com | info@golfcaroptions.com
MARCH 2020
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INSIDE

By Stephen Metzger
Managing Director
Small Vehicle Resource, LLC
smetzger@smallvehicleresource.com
www.smallvehicleresource.com

THE GATED

COMMUNITY

Are You Ready for Comfort?
(Or, the Invasion of the FullyEquipped and Fully-Enclosed PTV)

W

ith the 2020 PGA Show
still fresh in mind,
particularly what was
revealed in exclusive interviews
with executives of the Big Three
and a number of lesser-known
brands, the following stands out:
First, lithium batteries are on a
clear path toward mainstream
awareness and acceptance; and
second, telematics, communication between vehicles and between vehicles and data centers,
will play a major role in future
market developments.
For the present, however, let’s
look at two aspects of current
product offerings that play—and
will play—an important role in
consumer choice:
• PTVs, both new models and
upgrades, are aggressively incorporating automotive features;
• Part of the future trend with
regard to automotive features
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will be fully-enclosed vehicles.
Let’s look at each of these topics
in the following.
Automotive features become
standard
Another aspect of product evolution is the incorporation of
automotive features, particularly
in the driver/passenger space of
the vehicle. No longer, in many
models, are such accessories as
heating and cooling devices or
sound systems simply add-ons
or an aftermarket attachment.
Rather, this equipment is molded
into the interior design of the
vehicle. Touchscreen LCD panels
have become part of the interior
design as well, giving driver and
passenger access to a wide range
of information or entertainment
options. New federal regulations,
in fact, prescribe that LSV certification include backup warning
signal and a rearview camera.

The impact of these options (or
new standard features) is to
weight the choice between PTV
and automobile in favor of the
former. This assumes the transportation system is conducive to
using low speed vehicles, which is
the case in most gated or planned
communities. In suburban communities using PTVs will depend
on local ordinances and practice
and may take an activist approach
to initiate LSV inclusion in municipal transportation plans.
“Under-the-hood” upgrades ape
automotive engineering
Who are the pace-setters in
under-the-hood upgrades? The
two big vote-getters in my book
would be Yamaha with the first
completely independent rear
suspension, pictured below, and
STAR (Sirius model) with its fourwheel hydraulic brake system,
with front disc brakes, and its automotive-type front suspension.

Yamaha’s new fully independent rear
suspension for the Drive2 vehicles.

Yamaha’s rear suspension design,
in fact, goes beyond what is found
in most on-road automobiles,
and replaces solid axles and leaf
springs. Both sides of the dual
axles are anchored in, and pivot
from, the differential housing—
and this essentially means that
bumps and jars on one side of the
vehicle have less, or no effect on
the other. In turn, this means far
better roadability and control.
A second advantage to Yamaha’s
new suspension is that it compensates for the loss of ballast provided by much heavier lead acid
batteries, as compared to lithium
batteries. Oddly enough, Yamaha, as compared to its major competitors, Club Car and E-Z-GO,
does not yet have a lithium-powered model on the market. Given
our conversations at the Yamaha
booth, however, a lithium model
is clearly on the radar screen
STAR EV and Tomberlin, for their
part, may not yet have the market
share of the Big Three, but their

under-the-hood features put
them out in front to some extent.
Both have four-wheel hydraulic
brake systems, with front wheel
disc brakes, and both have made
a strategic decision to go for the
low-speed vehicle market and
feature models that are fully DOT
compliant for this category.

If, for example, you are interested
in a PTV or LSV with between
10 to 19 horsepower, seating
four, the brands will be Club Car,
Columbia Par Car, and Tomberlin.
Drop the horsepower down to
less than 10 and 41 models will
pop up. You can do all the comparisons-- spec-by-spec, feature-by-feature—that you have
time for. A good way to spend
your afternoon before venturing
on to the showroom floor.
Are you ready for full-enclosure?

Tomberlin Emerge E4 LE Plus,
featuring four-wheel hydraulic brakes
(front disc) and DOT compliant.

Make the comparisons you need to
get what you need
If you are in the market for a new
PTV (new or used), make the
side-by-side comparisons for all
the above vehicles on the Small
Vehicle Resource website: www.
smallvehicleresource.com . Using
this website, especially designed
to make vehicle comparisons, you
can do searches by brand, model
name, or by type of use or feature
that is a priority for you, using the
PowerSearch platform.

The 2020 PGA Show did not
lack for variety when it came
to wheeled vehicles, from what
you might expect—golf cars and
PTVs—to motorized caddies (of
all sorts and sizes), to a fully-enclosed LSV. The latter was represented by the Cheeta company.
Product evolution has yet to
produce an enclosure solution

The Cheeta Runner, fully-enclosed
low-speed vehicle (classified as a mobility scooter.)

Contact Steve at smetzger@smallvehicleresource.com.
Or check out our website at www.smallvehicleresource.
com, where you will find an extensive database of vehicle models and can make side-by-side comparisons of
vehicles based on a full set of specifications.
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Inside The Gated Community
...Continued

that will take the PTV to the next
level of automotive comparability.
Doug Ballenger, Dealer Development Manager for Tomberlin,
indicated that his company was
giving the enclosure issue serious
thought and he ventured that the
question that arises with regard
to doors, is should they be halfdoors or full doors or somewhere
in between?
In a way of paraphrasing the
issue, is the PTV an open air, fair
weather vehicle with easy ingress and egress—or should it be
more weather resistant and at
the same time less open air and
more restrictive? The open air
version answers to the PTV’s golf
car roots and a traditional market
in mild climates. The enclosed
solution readies the PTV for the
urban/suburban mobility market.
Even in mild climates it does rain
once-in-a-while, and it can get hot
and muggy. The Cheeta answers
these issues. Pictured above
is the three-passenger Cheeta
Runner, a fully-enclosed LSV. Not
only fully-enclosed but comes
with all the bells and whistles to
include heating, air conditioning, turn signals, Bluetooth, and
backup camera. Note the wide
doors which allow easy access to
both front seating and to the rear
light haulage space. The price tag
is $6,100
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Typical fully-enclosed vehicle from
China. Is there a market in the gated
community universe?

Right now, Chinese manufacturers lead the way in the category
of enclosure small vehicles. China
is, by far, the largest producer of
LSV-type vehicles. Put Global
Sources in your browser and you
should come up with the internet
marketing site that features such
vehicles. Another example of a
fully enclosed LSV is this vehicle
from Weihai PTC International
Co., Ltd.
It ‘s not a golf car or anything like
the PTVs we are used to inside
our gated communities. All else
equal with regard to quality,
would you be interested in such
a vehicle, were it offered by a
trusted dealer and had decent reviews? Feel free to give me your
answer at smetzger@smallvehicleresource.com .

My sense of where the industry
stands now is that with lithium
power and with the growing interest in urban/suburban mobility
systems, we will see many impressive small vehicle innovations
that seemed utterly far out and
unlikely as little as two years ago.
PGA 2020 marked a watershed
in that it marked the beginning of
much broader markets for small
vehicle—well beyond golf.

Small Vehicle
Resource is your
one-stop source for
information on small
task-oriented vehicles:
Utility vehicles, LSVs/
NEVs and Golf Cars for
commercial or
personal use.
smallvehicleresource.com
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AURA Multi-Color
LED Whip with Whip
Antenna Spring
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Flasher, Pulser, Waver, Stacker, Laser, Tracer, Chaser, Follower, Swiper, Raver, and many more.
The Aura LED Whip has more pre-built lighting modes than any other whip available. Plus,
witness your marvelous light beacon from over 100 ft away with the included wireless remote.
Includes a 10ft wiring harness to reach from the whip to the battery. Perfect for most Golf Car
Make a first and second impression with a pair of synced AURA whips for double the impact.
(PAIR cannot be used separately. If you need two separate whips, order Two (2) SINGLE units.

www.golfcaroptions.com | info@golfcaroptions.com
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Not all custom golf cart products are created equally and although we carry
products that are manufactured around the globe, we are especially proud
of our products that are proudly Made in USA. Purchasing American products
sometimes means paying a bit more, but the quality of our American made products justify the price. We encourage you to support the American economy and
consider our American made golf cart parts and accessory products first.

WHEELZLLC.COM | Service@wheelzllc.com
30

Everyday Free Shipping On All Orders

Why Rebuild...

When You Can Double The Power
For The Same Cost!

• Dealer pricing available!
• USA designed, manufactured,
and supported
• Fits in an unlifted golf cart!

23hp Big Block Kits for E-Z-GO,
Club Car & Yamaha

V-Twin Install Kits for E-Z-GO,
Club Car & Yamaha

Vegas Carts & Performance
www.vegascarts.com
sales@vegascarts.com
702-530-7753

Performance Clutches for E-Z-GO,
Club Car & Yamaha
MARCH 2020
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SPRING

GET YOUR
CART READY
FOR
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Spring is just around the corner,
and golf cart owners across the
country are eager for their first
ride of the new year. Before you
take your golf cart out of storage and hit the open road, you
will want to make sure your golf
cart is ready for spring. In order
to ensure your golf cart is ready
after a long winter, we must first
address how to winterize your
golf cart. Failing to do so will
make it much harder to get your
golf cart ready for spring when
the time comes.

How To Winterize Your Golf Cart
Wash your golf cart: Your golf
cart probably picked up quite a
bit of dirt and grime during the
season. Failing to remove this
before storing your golf cart can
result in corrosion. A thorough
wash before storing can greatly
increase the longevity of your
golf cart.
Have an adequate storage location: Do you have a dry, warm
and spacious place to store your
golf cart? If you don’t have a
space like this at your house, you
may need to look into storage
rental opportunities. Also keep
an eye out for insects and rodents, as these roommates can
wreak havoc on your golf cart.
Charge the batteries: If you
have an electric golf cart, keeping your batteries adequately
charged throughout the winter
is crucial. We recommend that
you charge your golf cart at
least once a month during the
winter to keep it from discharging too much.
Turn off the controller: If possible, turn off the controller. This
will greatly reduce the batteries
drain.
Store the charger indoors:
Speaking of charging, be careful
leaving the charger with the golf
cart. Even if you have an ideal
storage location, leaving the
charger with the cart makes the
risk of damage increases. Keep
your charger inside your home
where it will be protected from
the winter elements.
Fill the tires: Cold weather reduces tire pressure. Make sure
you fill up your tires before storing your golf cart of the winter.
Add stabilizer to the fuel: If your

golf cart is gas you will want to
add a stabilizer to the fuel. This
will ensure the gas in the cart
doesn’t deteriorate during the
winter months.
How To Get Your Golf Cart
Ready For Spring
There is no better feeling than
taking your golf cart out of winter storage. Whether you plan
to hit the golf course or just ride
around town, that first ride of
the spring is special. You may
be tempted to skip the necessary steps that ensure your golf
cart is ready for spring. This is a
mistake many golf cart owners
make. Below are the steps you
should take before your first
ride of spring. As long as you
properly prepared your golf cart
for winter, this process will take
no time at all!
Check your battery and connections for corrosion and other
damage: If you notice corrosion,
use baking soda and water to
gently clean it. If the damage
seems more significant you
should seek help from a trained
professional.
Tighten the battery connections:
If your batteries are giving you
trouble, such as starting unpredictably or moving slowly, it may
be time to replace them. Before
doing so you should check the
battery cables, making sure
the connections are tight. A
loose connection might be the
source of the problem. Loose
connections or bad cables will
also burn the battery post up so
make sure to check the connections even if your golf cart starts
right up without issue.
Check the tire pressure: Time
and changes in temperature
will both affect your tire pres-

sure. Give your pressure a
quick check and add/remove air
accordingly.
Check the battery water level:
Before attempting to charge
your battery for the spring,
ensure that you have the right
amount of water covering the
cells. Add some distilled water
until it just barely covers the
cells, if necessary. Failing to
have a proper battery water
level can cause issues when
charging.
Keep Reading: Electric Golf Cart
Battery Maintenance Tips
Charge the battery: Hopefully, you have been routinely
charging your battery throughout the winter months. Doing so
will help to keep your battery in
tip-top shape. Give it one more
full charge when you take it out
of storage.
Check brakes and brake pads:
Brake failure is one of the number one causes for golf cart accidents. Keep in mind that your
brakes will only work as well as
your tires do. If your tires are
showing signs of wear and tear
you will want to replace them.
Consider investing in professional service: If you aren’t the
DIY type, you may want to find a
local professional that can properly service your golf cart and
get it ready for the spring. One
major benefit of this is peace of
mind.
If you follow these simple
pre-season tips you will be sure
to have a trouble-free season
with your cart. Proper maintenance will greatly increase
the longevity of your golf cart,
meaning this season won’t be
your last!
MARCH 2020
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THE SOCIAL

in Instagram
and you just may see
yourself featured here

				SCENE
Golf Cart
Groups You

SHOULD Be

FOLLOWING ON

FACEBOOK
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Big Block Gas Golf Carts
Custom Golf Carts
Golf Car Options
Golf Carts Modified Build-Off 2020
Golf Carts Modified

Place your order for a 2020 #Drive2 or #AdventurerSport 2+2 model in one of FIVE
#customcolors - NOW through March 10th only! Contact your local dealer!

MARCH 2020
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NEWS
W

alkertown golf cart shop destroyed by
blaze early Tuesday, fire loss to exceed
$500,000

FORSYTH COUNTY, N.C. — A golf cart shop was
destroyed by a blaze early Tuesday morning in Walkertown, according to the Forsyth County fire marshal.
Firefighters from Walkertown, Belews Creek, Piney
Grove, and Forsyth County were dispatched to McTron Inc., 5650 Reidsville Road, just before 6 a.m. due
to the structure fire.
Firefighters said the golf cart shop was heavily involved with fire when they arrived.
“Upon arrival, we had probably 40-50% of the structure was involved. Flames were already coming
through the roof so there was a pretty significant
amount of fire when we arrived,” Walkertown Fire
Chief Daren Ziglar said. “We don’t usually have
ones of this size. The biggest thing is getting enough
resources on the scene and having enough water.
The initial attacks we made on this were with a large
diameter hose so to put a lot of water on the fire at
one time. The problem here with it already ventilated
through the roof, it’s just the fire was in a free-burning state and it’s just hard to get it under control
quickly.”
Due to the large scale of the fire, Salem Chapel,
Mineral Springs, Kernersville, and Stokesdale Fire
Departments were requested to assist. Walnut Cove
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and Winston-Salem fire departments also responded to stand by for the operating units.
Ultimately, Forsyth County Emergency Medical
Services, Winston-Salem Fire Haz-Mat Team, WS/
FC Emergency Management, American Red Cross,
NC DOT, Forsyth County Sheriff’s Office, Forsyth
County General Services and the Winston-Salem
Police Department all responded and assisted.
More than 90 responders operated concurrently
at the scene to control the fire, manage related road
closures, and facilitate cleanup efforts, Deputy Chief
Gary Styers said.
During the fire-suppression activities, fire personnel
monitored the area for hazardous runoff and found
very limited impact to the environment.
The business is considered to be a total loss, firefighters said.
Investigators are estimating the fire loss to exceed
$500,000.
“There was a lot of inventory inside. There’s a warehouse area that had new golf carts as well as carts
that were being worked on. They were parked all
around the way around the structure, right up against
the structure so when it was in its burning state, you
know, a lot of the parts on golf carts are made of plastic so there was a lot of melting, a lot of burning going
on to that also,” Ziglar said.
Firefighters said the cause of the blaze remains under
investigation, and investigators will be on scene for
an extended period of time.

P

eachtree City enacts new golf cart rule

Golf cart drivers must come to a complete stop
on Peachtree City’s multi-use paths before crossing
any road, according to a newly adopted ordinance.

still couldn’t ride it in the streets.”
The text of City Ordinance 78-96 states, “The driver
of any vehicle on the recreation path system shall,
before leaving the recreation path system to enter or
cross a public roadway designed for automobile traffic, stop as though a stop sign were present and yield
the right of way to any traffic on said public roadway
that is within the intersection or so close thereto
as to create a hazard.” The city has posted a video
demonstrating the new rule at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=D05qaLGh2RE&feature=youtu.be.
The same mandate also applies to bicycle riders.
Although city law requires vehicular traffic on roads
to stop for pedestrians already in crosswalks, car
drivers should not stop for golf carts about to cross
the street because carts do not have the right of way;
doing so can cause accidents and injuries.

G

olf cart users upset about regulations being
enforced

MOBILE, Ala. (WKRG) — Mardi Gras is here. Thousands showed up to see the Conde Cavaliers kick-off
the parade season in downtown. It’s a Mobile tradition that’s been around for centuries. And one popular tradition for RV City campers is the golf carts,
but this year that tradition has been nixed and it’s
outraged residents.
People told News 5 they are upset that they paid $25
to the city to use their golf carts and now cannot even
get their money back. They say the only place they
can drive their golf carts is inside of RV City.
TJ Thompson said, “No it’s not street legal but it’s
never stopped anybody before”
People in RV City said they had no idea about any golf
cart regulations. Thompson said, “Cop stopped us
first thing this morning. He told us that even though
we paid for the parking pass and everything that we

Thompson said he has been bringing a golf cart to
Mardi Gras for the last seven years and it has never
been a problem. he said, “We been down here for the
past two weeks. If they would have told us two weeks
ago, we wouldn’t have paid for the golf cart pass.”
Thompson said he is upset, and he is not alone. Marcus Skipper also has a golf cart. He said, “Typically the
rules of government once you set a precedent you
can’t go backward, but you know without prior notice, so we didn’t have any notice. You know, people
trailer-ed these golf carts down here this year basically to use them for nothing.”
Ivan Harber also has a golf cart. He came to Mardi
Gras from Pensacola. He said, “I mean I’ve seen people drive a golf cart drink a beer and so now we’re all
being punished for this for I don’t know what prompted it.”
But Mobile Police say they’re just following state law.
The State of Alabama does not allow golf carts on
roadways; however golf carts that have been upgraded to what’s known as low-speed vehicles can be
allowed in some cases, but there are still rules.
Mobile Police Chief Battiste said, “those are the
things that we will enforce is the rules of the road. If
they’ll comply then they’ll enjoy themselves and they
won’t catch a lot of problems from us, but they do
have to follow the rules of the road and be in compliance that the LSV says they have to have to operate
on streets.”
Thompson said he just wants his money back. He said,
“When we ask about our money back, nobody messages us back, nobody emails us back, nothing like
that it’s just dead silence.”
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GOLF CARTS MODIFIED

2019 Super Modified Winners

Rocky Endries - Nuts & Bolts

2020 BUILD-OFF

A three class golf cart build-off featuring some of the coolest carts you’ll

DOWNLOAD THE
ENTRY FORM

REGISTRATION

Registration deadline is April 1st 2020. Entry fee is due upon the day you register.
• All entry fees will be paid through PAYPAL Friends and Family using golfcartsmodifiedsales@gmail.com.
• All entry fees will go to the winners of each class.
• Once entry fees are paid they are non refundable. If you drop out
of the Build-Off your entry fee stays and goes to the winners. You
can change classes after entry. That is addressed on entry form.
• Golf Carts Modified will release 100% of the entry fees to the
winners of the classes. Golf Carts Modified will not profit from
entry fees.
•Registration forms will be available on the Golf Carts Modified
website www.golfcartsmodified.com
golfcartsmodified@gmail.com
• Registration needs to emailed to Gcmodbuildoff@gmail.
www.golfcartsmodified.com
com
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SPONSORS

l see

Golf Car Options
If you are interested
in supporting any of
this years builders, or
becoming a Build-Off
general sponsor, please
contact golfcartsmodified@gmail.com
You will receive full acknowledgment through
the 2020 Build-Off with
links to your website.

Cody Coole - Super Modified

CLASSES
NUTS & BOLTS:
Entry Free $25.00 |
Budget $2500 USD
MODIFIED:
Entry Free $50.00 |
Budget $5000 USD
Gregory Peres - Nuts & Bolts

SUPER MODIFIED:
Entry Free $75.00 |
Budget Unlimited
MARCH 2020
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T•H•R•O•W•B•A•C•K
A Celebration Of Old School
Carts & Memorabilia

Join us each month as we look back and
celebrate where it all started.
If you have a photo you would like to submit, tag us on Instagram at #golfcaroptions.
Or email it to info@golfcaroptions.com

Attach the NORDIC PLOW to your
Golf Cart this Winter!
• Fits most golf carts
• Made in the USA and affordable!
• Easy to install our customized hitch
• Available for both standard or lifted carts
• Patented lightweight, rounded edge plow blade
The rounded edge glides over
gravel, pavers, sidewalk cracks,
and even turf!

Attach in 3 easy steps:
1. Remove Front Shield
2. Attach Hitch
3. Insert Nordic Plow
& Handle

nordicplow.com | 888-662-PLOW

Your one stop shop
for custom golf carts
and golf cart parts
www.golfcartsmodified.com
golfcartsmodified@gmail.com

Our website is your
one stop shop for
custom golf carts
parts. Even if it is not
on this page, we can
still get it. Just reach
out to us. We can get
all golf cart parts.

We have the largest
golf cart related
following of highly
skilled users that can
help with any questions
that you may have
about golf cart parts
and modifications.

WEBSITE

FACEBOOK

dealers
wanted

more
info
www.ecocruise.com

Follow the 2019 golf
cart build-off on our
Facebook page. 35
of the best golf cart
builders in the U.S.
and Canada building
the baddest custom
carts in existence.

BUILD OFF

C&S CUSTOM GOLF CARTS
Authorized Dealer For AllSportLiftKits.com

Lift Kits • Tires & Wheels • Seat Covers
Motors • Electric & Gas

cscustomgolfcarts@hotmail.com
www.cscustomgolfcarts.jimdo.com
314.704.3655
MARCH 2020
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industry updates
Momentum
Momentum MotorWerks vs. Luxury Golf
Carts
Spring is right around the
corner and now is the perfect
time to start looking to add to
your dealerships line-up, or
upgrade your current golf car
to a new one that will make
everyone jealous! There is
not another luxury golf cart
out on the market quite like
the MomentumCOUPE Golf
Cart Edition.

Flow-Rite
Flow-Rite Eagle Eye
Deep Cycle Electrolyte level Sensor
What is Eagle Eye Deep Cycle?

No other golf cart comes
standard with heat, A/C, FM
Radio, 3pt seat belts, and a
sealed cab with steel removable doors. If you want to
use it for a round of golf all
you have to do is purchase
a golf bag rack and turf tires
and you can drive right from
your garage to the course
then back home again!

Accurately monitor and display the status of cell electrolyte levels in deep cycle
batteries with a green or red
light. This helpful reminder
tool promotes optimal battery life. No more worrying
about whether your battery
has been watered!

If you want a new golf cart
to cruise the neighborhood
or hit the course with there
is no better choice then a
MomenutmCOUPE! Not even
the luxury golf carts such as
Garia and Streetrod have
the same standard options
included! The MSRP on a
Coupe is even less than the
competitors.

Save Money & Optimize Battery
Life: Elimination of corrosion
and ensuring the battery is in
good health optimizes battery
life without costly replacements.

If you are looking to be put in
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touch with a dealer or want
to be a dealer that can serve
your area, please email us at
info@momentummotorwerks.com. We will help you
get connected.
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What can Eagle Eye do for you?

Simplicity: Probe installs easily
with valve, removing any reason
to drill into your battery.
Flexibility: Adhere the control
module and indicator light in
the most convenient spot for
you.

For more information visit www.
flow-rite.com.

Golf Cart Stuff
Golf Cart Stuff, The #1
Source For Golf Cart
Parts & Accessories
GOLFCARTSTUFF.COM™ is
located in Elkhart, Indiana
located in Elkhart County,
which is the largest producer
of boats and RVs in the country.
Our area is known for innovation and manufacturing, we
develop and import our own
products and sell directly to
the public. This is why GOLFCARTSTUFF.COM™ can offer
you high-quality products at
such low prices.
Please compare our products
and pricing to MadJax and
Buggies Unlimited and save
big.
Free Shipping on all orders.
Orders received by 2pm EST
will ship the same business
day. Rear seat orders will
need to be placed by 10am
EST in order to ship on the
same business day.
Visit our online shop today,
and check out all the happy

customer reviews! www.golfcartstuff.com.

Flip Fore Covers
Flip Fore Covers - Innovative Golf Cart
Covers

will attach to the rear roof
struts of your factory (or “factory style”) golf cart roof and
slides in and out when needed. Slide in to take a club out
and then slide back out to
protect your golf clubs.
This is a special-order item
that takes 10-14 days to
ship and will include
installation instructions.
Flip Fore Covers:
8300 Ulmerton Rd.
Unit #146 Largo, FL.
33771. 352-200-9124
flipforecovers@gmail.
com. www.flipforecovers.com.

Heads Up

Flip Fore Covers retractable
golf club/passenger cover
- slider version. This slider
version is the perfect way to
cover your golf clubs or the
passengers from the rain in
your rear-facing seat when
you have a stock length roof.
There has always been a
need for a way to protect
your golf clubs carried on
your rear seat when you have
a standard roof and Flip Fore
Covers has solved this issue.
Custom made to fit specific
E-Z-GO, Club Car, and Yamaha golf cart models, the cover

Scam

Golf Carts Missing In Theft

THOMASVILLE, GA — On
Tuesday, Jan. 27, a Thomasville business sold two golf
carts — with a total value of
$8,500 — to someone over
the phone. The buyer sent
a photograph of a Florida
driver’s license and made the
purchase with a credit card.
The buyer said he would
send someone to pick up
the carts. A man arrived the
next day to pick up the carts,
but only one would fit in the
truck he was driving. Watkins
said the man went to a local

business and attempted to
purchase a trailer with a check
that was rejected. The man
went to a truck/trailer rental
business and rented a trailer.
The next day, a golf cart business in Anniston, Alabama,
was approached about buying the golf carts for $3,000.
Watkins said the seller sent
photos of the carts to the
Alabama dealer, who saw
the name of the Thomasville
business on a key chain.
“They thought it was stolen
and contacted him,” the investigator said. “That’s when
the Thomasville dealer realized he had been scammed
with a credit card.”
Through phone traces and
other evidence, investigators
determined Ryan Collins was
the person who tried to purchase the trailer here.
Collins was summoned to his
probation officer’s office in
Fulton County and arrested.
He is being held in Fulton
County. “We hope to have
him here soon,” Watkins said.
The investigation also led to
Alonzo Neal Donaldson, 60,
of Decatur, as a participant.
Donaldson is in the Thomas
County Jail, charged with felony theft by deception.
He admitted everything, except he doesn’t know where
the golf carts are.
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Cool when it’s hot,
Warm when it’s not!
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Chilly
Cheeks
is the
onlyBut
portable
seat
cover
Our
Name
Is Chilly
Cheeks
Did You
Know
Our
Portable
Seat
Covers
Youwarms
Warm when
When it’s
It’s Cool
that cools
when
it’s Keep
hot and
not.

Yes, you can take it with you.
Portable comfort for all your outdoor adventures.

www.chillycheeks.com  1-844-4CHEEKS

Global Golf Cart Market
By Product
Custom Golf Cart Seat Covers
Keep cool & dry in the summer
Stay warm in winter
Available in a variety of colors

Global Golf Cart Market:
Industry Analysis and Forecast 2026

www.towelitup.com
(919) 302-2923
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From: https://www.maximizemarketresearch.com/market-report/globalgolf-cart-market/22061/

the service
If you have an old cart and old batteries
that have not been taken care of, here
are some tips for maintaining them.
1.

Charge the Batteries

Be sure your batteries are fully charged then
check the electrolyte level.2. Clean the Battery Posts Disconnect the battery terminals
from all batteries.
Warning! Danger! Do not wear any jewelry such
as rings or bracelets. A ring shorted to the ground
can take off your finger. Your finger and the
battery would both be trashed. A metal bracelet
or necklace can cause equal damage. Be careful
with the tools you use. Do not let the tools touch
any battery posts and anything else at the same
time.

2. Check all the battery posts for corrosion.
If they are not bright and shiny, they are
corroded. Use a wire brush battery terminal
cleaner? Absolutely not! They are next to
useless. The battery posts should be bright
and shiny. Taking wide screwdriver and scrape
the side of the post and you will see the shiny
difference. The posts should be shiny all the
way around. You can find a simple tool for this
at any golf cart shop.

3.

Clean the Battery Terminals

Next, you need to clean the inside of the battery terminals. These are the round fasteners

at the end of the battery leads. Use the same
method as above to make the inside bright
and shiny. If the battery leads are frayed or
partially broken, replace them. If the cable
ends are badly corroded, soak the ends in battery acid neutralizer until all corrosion is gone.
Another caution is that jostling the batteries
can cause active plate material to slough off
and reduce battery life.

4.

Check the Battery Holder Frame And
Hold Down Brackets
While you have the batteries disconnected, lift
them out and check the condition of the frame
that holds them. If the frame this are rusted
or corroded, they must be cleaned. It would
also be a good idea to paint the frame with a
rust preventative once they are cleaned. If the
hold-down brackets are in bad shape, they
should be replaced.

5.

Clean the Entire Area with Battery Neutralizer

Have a question? Send it to info@golfcaroptions.com

& repair hub

It is not a good idea to use baking soda to neutralize battery acid. The byproduct of baking
soda and acid is environmentally unfriendly.
Instead, paint all the areas with a good battery
neutralizer and wash everything down. You
can get this neutralizer at any golf cart shop.

6.

Anti-corrosion Gel for All Connections

Now that everything is nice and clean and
properly reconnected, apply the anti-corrosion gel to all connections. You can get the gel
at any golf cart shop.
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The Golf Cart

CHRONICLES
BY: SUZY JAMES - WWW.ITSNEVER2LATEBOOKS.COM

This Is A Story taken from The Golf Cart Chronicles - A Compilation Of Funny Golf Cart/Golfing Related Short Stories

FREE ALL-WEATHER
PERSONAL BAROMETER
SUZY JAMES, Author
HERE IT IS: Golf Car
Users, Golfers or any
Duffers who have a
good sense of humor,
a DIY “NEVER FAIL”
instrument to forecast
the weather. Forget the
weather experts; make
your All-Weather Personal Barometer and
get your very own real
instant weather forecast.
Here’s how:
1) Photocopy the
barometer and cut it
out with scissors on
the dotted lines.

onto cardboard and cover with
clear plastic.
3) Trim edges and bind with
waterproof clear tape. Punch
out one hole, where marked
with X.
4) Slip a 6 inch length of
natural-fiber rope through the
hole and tie a knot on both
ends.
5) Let the lower end of rope hang
loose. Barometer must be hung
outside of your golf cart with
the rope fully exposed to the
weather.
Have fun predicting the weather!

2) Mount Barometer
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BAROMETER
Rope Stiff................. Calm
Rope Moving............ Windy
Rope Dry.................. Sunny
Rope Wet................. Rainy
Rope White.............. Snowy
Rope Invisible.......... Foggy
Rope Gone............... Hurricane
X
A note from the Author: It
has been so much fun playing
with words to bring about
amusing and entertaining
stories portraying people and
other living things as out of the
ordinary.
So, I wrote, and wrote, and
wrote for over sixty-five years.
Each article was stored away in
a box never to see the light of day
until now.

CONTINUED

MARCH 2020

itsnever2latebooks.com

THE GOLF CART CHRONICLES
OTHER TITLES BY SUZY JAMES

Bigfoot Researches His Ancestry
Caution If You Can’t Read This Book You’re Holding It Too Close
Even Smart Phones Like Funny Stories
Golf Cart Chronicles 1
Golf Cart Chronicles 2
Golf Cart Chronicles 3
Hey, Am I The Only One Laughing
Humour Me I’m Old, Read My Funny Stories Before I Die
I Think I’m Older Than I Thought I Was
Laugh Yourself Silly
Madame Hummingbird ‘s New-Age Flower Ball Gazing Fictionary
Recycled Teenagers Coloring/Activity Cookbook
Retired Tree Angels Inherit Apple Orchard
Rub My Magic Lamp And See What You Get
Sourpuss Therapy, New Patients Welcome
The Kingdom Of Pastavazoom
The Tale Of Mini Pockets (Series 1)
You Can’t Eat An Empty Piggybank (A no frills coloring cookbook)
Welcome To Suzy’s Coloring Cookbook Cafe

Available at www.itsnever2latebooks.com
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“The more that you read, the more things
you will know. The more that you learn, the
more places you’ll go.” – Dr. Seuss
The Golf Cart Chronicles

A Compilation Of Humorous
Golfing/Golf Cart Short Stories
golfcarT chronicles 2
es
By Suzy Jam
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HUMOR • COOKBOOKS • SHORT STORIES • COLORING/ACTIVITY COOKBOOKS
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weekend.warrior
Attaching A Bag

To Your Cart
le” on the end of the plastic bar
(the buckle on the left side is in
Attaching a golf bag
o
one
wants
to
have
the open position; the one on the
to the golf cart so that
their golf bag and
right is not visible because it is in
the bag rides securely
clubs tumble off their
the closed position).
is very simple. But if
you’ve never been to
cart in the middle of the
a golf course before,
golf course. When you
there are many things
attach your golf bag to a
about the experience
golf car, make sure that
that you might wonder
about beforehand. Even it is attached securely.
if you’ve played golf
before, you might be
2. Here is a close up
preparing to use a riding cart
of the buckle that sefor the first time.
cures the straps. The buckle is in the “open” position when
it is pulled away from the bar to which it is attached (the
So first-things-first: the golf
“closed” position is pressed flat against the bar).
bag goes into the slots on the
back of the golf cart. There is
3. Pick up your golf bag and set it down into one of the
room for two bags between
two slots at the back of the cart. Take the strap and pull it
the wheel covers on either
around the golf bag (thread the strap through the handle of
side of the rear of the cart.
your golf bag, if your bag is facing forward).

N

4. Pass the strap under the buckle that is in the “open” position. The strap should slide easily right between the open
buckle and bar to which the buckle is attached.

1. See the black straps hanging from the plastic bar? That’s
one strap for each bag. Each
strap wraps around a bag
and is secured by the “buck-

5. Pull the strap tight to secure your golf bag in place, then
press the buckle down against the bar to close the buckle. When the buckle is closed, the strap should be secure,
holding your bag securely in place. Give it a little tug to
make sure the buckle is closed all the way and the strap is
fastened.
6. And there you have it: the bag is sitting its slot on the
back of the cart, the strap is around the top of the bag and
is fastened using the buckle. Your clubs are secure and
you’re ready to head for the first tee.
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PRODUCTNEWS

Golf cart products you need... want... gotta have... or dream about

x50 Golf Cart Flag Mounts
Beautiful, Sleek, Simple
Patented design not only looks good and
unique but is designed
with one purpose in
mind: to preserve flags
and save you money.
One customer reported
getting 60,000 miles before replacing his flags,
and was only replacing
them because they were
dingy from road grime.
Flag Mount also keeps
flags from viciously
hitting cars like other car
flags, which may permanently leave coloring on
your paint.
Easy to Change Flags

excited about being able to fly that flag you
are really excited about then immediately
wanting to take it off because the whipping
sound is driving
you crazy. Regular car flags make
really loud whipping
sounds because
nothing is regulating
the airflow, and also
leads to the flag hitting the side of your
car. Be annoyed
no longer and get
yourself an X50 Flag
Mount!
Available in two
sizes: 14” X50 Golf
Cart Flag Mount with
11.5x15” Flag. 11”
X50 Golf Cart Flag
Mount with 8x11”
Flag.

Want to fly a flag but
don’t want to worry
about losing your money due to losing the flag
Each flag mount &
or having it break? Our
flag is handmade in
flag mounts are durable yet lightweight, will
Wausau, WI with quality USA made mateadd to the aesthetics of your vehicle, and the rials. After all, the US Flag should never be
mount will last you many years, if not a lifemade in China.
time. Want to see the X50 difference? Watch
the (rather old) comparison videos of why
our flags last a minimum of 50 times longer.

VISIT

Perfect for Golf Courses or For Personal
Use
There’s nothing more annoying than being

50
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X50 FLAG MOUNTS
www.x50flagmounts.com

GOLF CART MANUFACTURERS
Click the name for direct access to
each manufacuteres website
ACG
Advanced EV
Aetric
AGT Electric Cars
American LandMaster
Arcimoto
Atomic Electric Vehicle
Beast
Bintelli/CitEcar
Caddyshack
Club Car
Crown Carts
Cruise Car
Ecocruise
Etech Electric Vehicle
Evolution Electric Vehicles
E-Z-GO
Garia
GEM/Polaris
HuntVE
Icon EV
Italcar
Moke America
Momentum Motorwerks
My Electric Vehicle
Pilot Car EV
SC Carts/NXT
Solorider
Spree
Star EV
Streetrod
Tomberlin
United Smart EV
Yamaha
Ziggy

Custom Golf Carts, Sales,
Services, & Accessories
WE CAN SERVICE YOUR CART ON-SITE!

Personal,
Commercial,
and Industrial
Vehicles

Tony and Dana Hallam, Owners
Matt Scheessele, General Manager
1141 E. Warrenton Road, Haubstadt, IN 47639

Phone: (812) 615-5050
Fax: (812) 615-5052
Email: Sales@CartsGoneWild.com
www.CartsGoneWild.com
Follow us:
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renew protect
Annual application • Reduce fleet costs • Prevents dry rot
Restores color • Non-toxic • Non-slip • Silicone/oil-free
Weather-proof • Exceeds OEM • Restores: Gelcoats, vinyl, tires, plastic

Before

After

Before
After

...once a year
WHEELZ Custom Carts & Accessories
service@wheelzllc.com • www.wheelzllc.com

Take Your Golf Game of Trash
Talk to a New Level and Bet on
Having Lots of Laughs
You will have a blast with your golf buddies. Simply
agree on a value for each chip before teeing off.
Golfers wan the positives and avoid the negatives.
New Grave Digger...takes you more than one shot to
get out of the sand-trap. Your shot goes into the water
- you get the water chip. Furthest from the pin on a
Par 3...gets you the Beer Chip which puts you on the
hook for a round when the Beer Cart comes by.

ONLY $19.95
FREE TEE BAG
FREE SHIPPING
Order Now!

www.vegasgolfthegame.com
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Click the page to go to their ad
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Contact us about how you can save 50% on advertising: info@golfcaroptions.com

legalNEWS
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) - A state appeals court on Friday revived a lawsuit by a golfer who suffered a
serious leg injury when he was hit by a cart driven
by another golfer.
Thomas McKeown claimed Philip Capavanni
shouldn’t have let his 82-year-old father-in-law
drive the cart because Capavanni should have
known the older man didn’t know how to operate
it.
Brian Robinson, a Scottish native visiting the U.S.,
said an object fell onto the floor of the cart while
he was driving toward a green and wedged under
the brake pedal, preventing him from stopping
before he ran into McKeown at Beaver Brook
Country Club in Annandale in 2015.
Capavanni saw McKeown’s leg was “split open”
and used his belt as a makeshift tourniquet, ac-

Court revives lawsuit
over runaway golf cart
injury

cording to Friday’s ruling.
A lower court judge had disagreed with McKeown’s contention that Capavanni acted negligently by allowing Robinson to operate the cart. The
judge concluded that the falling object was an
unforeseen event that should carry more weight
than Robinson’s unfamiliarity with driving golf
carts.
The appeals court disagreed, writing Friday that
“the placing of a loose item in a place in a vehicle
where it could interfere with the operator’s use of
the cart’s pedals seems reasonably foreseeable,”
and that the question was for a jury to decide.
A message seeking comment was left Friday with
an attorney representing Capavanni.
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STYLE YO
GOLF CART ACCESSORIES

THE VALUE LEADER IN CUSTOM

Automotive quality and precision, plus f

New Dash for E-Z-GO RXV (patented design) Now Available. Call
For Details or Visit www.gmtgolfcaraccessories.com

DASHBOARDS
LOCKING GLOVE BOXES

Club

OVERHEAD RADIO CONSOLES
E-Z-GO RXV Full DASH

FENDER FLARES
UNDERSEAT STORAGE TRAYS

GMT dashboards for all major brands promote quick trouble-free
installation. Available in all of GMT’s popular colors. Club Car
dashes available in two and four-cup holder models as above.

RADIO ADAPTER PLATES
DASH MATCHING SIDE TRIM PIECES (EZ)
BUMPER COVERS (CC PREC)
AND MORE...
CUSTOM FINISHES,
INCLUDING CAMOUFLAGE ALSO AVAILABLE

Carbon Fiber

Black

All GMT products are available in: Dark
Wood Grain, Carbon Fiber, Woody, Autumn
Teak, Mahogany, Turned Titanium, Black
and Camouflage Finishes. Same day shipping on in-stock items.
180 S Melrose Avenue Elgin, IL 60123

847-697-8161 • Fax 847-697-8176
www.gmtgolfcaraccessories.com

Yamaha Drive RADIO Adapter Series 200

(Does not fit 2017 -up. 2017 model coming soon) Patent Pending

• Adds automotive styling
and convenience
• Easy installation, just
remove factory cup holder
and replace with Series 200 dash radio adapter
• Precut opening for single din radio
• Includes 2 built-in coin holders
• Designed to fit with or without our Series 900 full dash
• Available in all colors (shown in dark wood grain)

Protect lifted cart bodies and custom finishes from the hazards
of rugged terrain with the original GMT designed and manufactured FENDER FLARES. Installation takes just minutes with
included hardware.
All new patented design FENDER FLARES
from GMT feature
• New underbody mount design
• Works well with standard or lifted car,
approximately 2" wide
• Patented design maintains full wheel
opening and factory body lines
• Installs easily with included hole
templates and plastic push fasteners
E-Z-GO RXV FRONT Flare
AVAILABLE for E-Z-GO RXV, Club Car Precedent, Yamaha Drive, Star Car and equivalent, E-Z-GO TXT, and Club Car DS

Available through
authorized dealers only!
WWW.GOLFCAROPTIONS.COM
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EZ RXV Gauge TRIM plate

WOODY KITS

Dark wood grain

E-Z-GO Full DASH Board

Avail
Club
Yama

OUR DRIVE
ACCESSORIES. GMT delivers greater value through innovative design features.

faster, easier installation. Available through authorized dealers only.
Check Out GMT's New Patent Pending Design
Compact, Easy To Install Roof Mount Radio Consoles - Made In USA

b Car Full DASH Board

NEW

Yamaha Drive DASH
E-Z-GO RXV G1

Available for
E-Z-GO TXT, RXV (1st & 2nd Gen, roof)
Yamaha Drive, G22

Yamaha 2017 Drive DASH
Patent pending design

es 800 Club Car Precedent DOOR PANELS

Available for 2008-up

es 800 Club Car Precet DOOR PANELS saves on
allation time over full
hes. Easily installed in the field - no need to remove factory
switch, oil/battery indicator light, cup holders, ball holder or
ring wheel. Available in many color options.

• Lower cost design compared to our full
size radio console
• Compact, low profile unit is designed
to fit tight against roof with less sight
obstruction

E-Z-GO RXV G1

All units available as a complete turnkey
kit (radio, speakers and antenna) or
speakers and radio may be purchased
separately. Call for pricing.
Units available in all colors, Black, Dark
Wood Grain, Carbon Fiber, Turned Titanium, Autumn Teak, Mahogany.

Yamaha Drive

Precision made GMT Locking GLOVE
BOX DOORS cut installation time
from as much as an hour to as little as a few minutes. Now available
for Star Car and equivalent.

other Great Idea From GMT CLUB CAR
ECEDENT BUMPER COVERS. Patent pending

airing a damaged Club Car Precedent rear body panel requires
consuming disassembly of the entire section of the cart.
alled on-site in minutes, automotive style GMT BUMPER COVER
om molded specifically for the Precedent model covers up frently damaged rear body panels while providing added protection
nst future cracks, scratches and abrasions. Heavy duty plastic is
stantially stronger, more durable than original equipment.

ODY KIT. Series 1200

lable in Two-Tone finish only for
b Car, DS, Precedent, E-Z-GO, and
aha

Beware of cheap imitations
Accept only USA-made GMT products.
Select accessories now available in a variety of camouflage finishes.

OVERHEAD RADIO CONSOLES fit all major golf cars.
Special features include: a unique underneath
storage compartment, and a deeper configuration
for simplified installation.

Series 400
Series 1000

Units now come with radio cutout and 5” speaker cutouts. Now
available for Club Car Precedent, Yamaha 2003 and up and Yamaha
Drive. Call about our new low cost, easy install radio consoles for
E-Z-GO TXT, RXV, Yamaha Drive and G22. (See below)

Speakers, Radios, Antennas NOW Available - Call For Details

The world’s finest American made custom
golf car accessory supplier.
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